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nisms underlying gene control, and the relative role of transcriptional and post-transcriptional/translational regulation in
the parasite. For example, although genes appear to be monocistronically transcribed, no clear canonical promoter has
been defined to date and the handful of functional cis-acting
elements uncovered in Plasmodium3–9 is unique to this system. The dearth of annotated transcription factors in the genome of Plasmodium falciparum10,11 in conjunction with
phased expression of stage-specific transcripts1 suggests that
post-transcriptional control may be a major means of regulating gene expression, as supported by a recent study documenting the significant role of translation repression in sexual
differentiation.12
The successful application of high-throughput approaches
in malarial systems now provides the opportunity to fundamentally transform the pace of post-genomic research on
gene regulation in Plasmodium. For example, both microarray and proteomics-based assays document significant regulation of transcript and protein expression profiles across
asexual and sexual stages of development.1,2,13,14 Such technologies have opened the door to bioinformatically investigating the co-regulation of genes, with the potential to define
sequence elements that may be behind this control. Variation
in global rates of RNA decay during the intraerythrocytic
developmental cycle contributes to mounting evidence supporting a more prominent role for post-transcriptional control
in the specific regulation of transcript subsets, as do more
recent experiments uncovering global control of transcriptional activity. This provocative combination follows a growing emphasis on chromatin remodeling 15,16 and genesilencing,4,15,17 and suggests a complex, multi-layered regulatory network in the parasite. Collectively, these studies
underscore the need for a comprehensive, concerted effort to
gain the same level of understanding in Plasmodium as has
been achieved in the model eukaryotic systems for which
these gene regulatory mechanisms were first elucidated.
Objectives/Conclusions. We first describe the state of the
field in Plasmodium, with specific emphasis on what is known
about the regulation of steady-state RNA levels during the
life cycle and exposure to stress. Although microarray studies
clearly demonstrate a “hard-wired” pattern of expression tied
to developmental staging, perturbation with small molecules
has rendered conflicting results, leading to difficulties in interpretation of this data. We next describe efforts to bioinformatically mine these steady-state RNA data sets to uncover cis-acting sequence motifs that may control expression
of gene clusters. Preliminary evidence that more global
mechanisms of regulating transcriptional activity may dominate this paradigm is also presented. The single exception to
this model characterized to date, the antigenic var gene family, and its regulatory features are subsequently detailed. The
growing body of evidence for post-transcriptional regulation
in Plasmodium species is then discussed, including functiondependent changes in mRNA decay rate across the life cycle,
and translational repression and proteomic regulation in P.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Summary. Recent investigations into gene expression in
malarial systems suggest that locus-specific, promoter-based
transcriptional control is not the dominant mode of regulation
in Plasmodium. Although global transcript and protein profiles across the life cycle of Plasmodium imply significant control of developmental progression,1,2 the exact mechanisms
underlying this pattern are largely unknown, and appear to be
unconventional compared with those of most model organisms. As such, our understanding of transcriptional, posttranscriptional, and epigenetic mechanisms in Plasmodium, as
well as their relative contributions to gene regulation, lags far
behind that of other eukaryotic systems. We seek a comprehensive characterization of the mechanisms that Plasmodium
species have evolved to control gene expression during their
complex life cycles.
To address these concerns, a panel of experts recently convened for an initial consultation at the Broad Institute (Cambridge MA) in September 2006. Both the integration of existing data in a manner that will be most useful to the malarial
community and the types of information currently lacking in
the field were discussed. Preliminary recommendations include further delineation of the parasite’s genomic structure,
as well as elucidation of chromatin structure and epigenetic
features; a systematic comparison of global expression data
from nuclear run-on, RNA expression microarrays, and proteomic based assays; and the re-evaluation and functional
testing of putative regulatory nucleic acid motifs, including
characterization of their binding proteins. Detailed examination of regulation on a whole-genome scale, as well as among
specific loci, will ultimately make way for control measures
aimed at interfering with processes crucial for parasite survival, such as differentiation, antigenic variation, and development of drug resistance.
Overview. Plasmodium, the causal agent of malaria, afflicts
more than half a billion people worldwide. Despite global
efforts to curb malaria, the spread of drug and insecticide
resistance and the continuing lack of an effective vaccine contribute to its persistence as a major health burden. A fundamental understanding of how parasite genes governing transmission success, immune evasion, and drug resistance are
regulated is critical to developing novel therapeutic strategies
against these processes.
Although focused studies on candidate genes have provided some insights, we remain largely ignorant of the mecha-
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berghei gametocytes. Finally, we propose the following recommendations for the next steps to be taken in our multilateral investigation: 1) determination of chromatin organization
and structure; 2) comparison and further characterization of
global expression profiles from nuclear run-on, microarray,
and proteomic-based assays; and 3) identification, functional
testing, and re-evaluation of potentially regulatory nucleic
acid binding proteins and their binding sites.
In conclusion, we articulate a way forward in the field of
malarial gene expression, and propose experiments that are
needed to pursue these goals systematically. This complex
topic demands that experts from the malaria field as well as
authorities on transcriptional, post-transcriptional, and epigenetic gene regulation in other systems be brought together.
With this initial consultation, we have taken the first step for
forming and funding such a consortium of scientists.
STATE OF THE FIELD
Regulation of transcription and steady-state RNA levels in
Plasmodium. Global regulation of steady-state RNA levels
across the life cycle. In recent years, RNA expression profiles
of thousand of genes throughout the malarial life cycle have
been analyzed; three main transcriptional analyses covering
the entire genome of two Plasmodium species, P. falciparum2,14 and P. berghei,18 have been published. Despite differences in technology, these approaches document similar
expression profiles for all forms analyzed. A total of 88% of
the parasite genome was expressed in at least one stage of the
life cycle, with expression levels varying by five orders of
magnitude throughout development.2,14 A programmed cascade of cellular processes was observed across the erythrocytic cell cycle. Moreover, functionally related genes shared
similar expression profiles.
The mechanisms underlying this regulation of mRNA levels are, however, still unclear. Only a few transcription factors
have been identified so far in Plasmodium.10 Comparison of
mRNA and protein profiles throughout the parasite life cycle
indicates a significant delay between the maximum detection
of transcript and protein abundance for 45% of the genes
examined.1,18 This time shift effect appears to be marked in
gene families. In summary, these analyses suggest a significant
role for post-transcriptional events in the malaria parasite.
Global regulation of steady-state RNA levels in response to
perturbagens. Although the approaches described above have
consistently demonstrated pronounced variation in steadystate mRNA levels with parasite staging, results from perturbation studies are less clear. In contrast to other eukaryotic
systems, many groups find that exposure to small molecules
do not cause either profound fold-changes in P. falciparum
gene expression or alterations in specific, functionally related
cascades. One motivation behind this initial consultation was
to compare the seemingly conflicting pieces of data obtained
in similar assays by different investigators, and address the
potential origins of such discrepancies.
In recent years, several studies have been undertaken to
investigate environmental perturbations and their effect on
transcript profiles in P. falciparum. However, despite assaying
a large collection of treatments, few changes were successfully
identified in the parasite. For example, only subtle alterations
in parasite RNA levels were detected for genes involved in
the folate biosynthesis pathway upon treatment with the an-

tifolate WR99210.19 Similarly, exposure to 10 different antimalarials suggested that the transcriptional program of Plasmodium does not have the capacity to respond to these compounds during either early or late phases of treatment.20,21
Two different platforms, microarray and serial analysis of
gene expression (SAGE), identified only low amplitude transcriptional responses to chloroquine in mixed stage cultures.22
However, one drawback of the interpretation of these two
studies is the inherent complexity of including mixed developmental stages (which might obscure subtle drug-induced
changes) and, potentially, the poorly characterized states of
arrest.
Studies using synchronized parasites have yielded mixed
results. In one case, when synchronized cultures of P. falciparum were exposed to the toxic choline analog, T4 (Le Roch
K, unpublished data), significant inductions (2–69-fold
changes) of genes involved in sexual differentiation were observed after 24 to 36 hours of exposure. No specific changes
were documented for enzymes involved in the targeted lipid
biosynthesis pathway. Instead, a strong general arrest of
genes involved in cell cycle progression was detected. These
results highlight the fact that late responses to drug or stress
may be confounded by effects of the cell cycle. Given these
findings, it is tempting to speculate that, upon detection of a
chemical stress, parasites arrest cell cycle progression to
stimulate sexual development and escape the impending demise of its human host. Only one study published to date has
shown a significant impact of drug on a metabolic pathway.23
Transcriptional changes were documented after more than
two 48-hour cycles of incubation with doxycycline; all notable
alterations occurred in the expression profile of apicomplast
genes, undoubtedly due to the loss of the apicomplast genome
during drug treatment.
Conversely, other analyses have found evidence for regulation of RNA levels in response to environmental stress in
the malaria system. Extensive microarray experiments have
been carried out in which synchronized cultures were exposed
to a variety of perturbed conditions including glucose starvation, serum depletion, hypoxanthine depletion, heat shock,
chloroquine exposure, and treatment with methyl methane
sulfonate (Llinás M and others, unpublished data). In all of
the growth conditions tested, dramatic changes in transcript
abundance were observed. As stated above, this may in some
cases be due to altered growth rates confounding the measure
of transcriptional changes in the parasite. In other cases, the
cells may simply arrest. Nonetheless, the perturbations specifically assayed in these experiments do seem to affect the
steady-state levels of transcripts. These changes appear to be
non-random, which suggests that the parasite is able respond
at the transcript level; whether this occurs through modulation of RNA stability or through transcriptional regulation
remains to be seen. Finally, certain gene functions were enriched in specific gene clusters, whose transcript levels
changed in concert across all the perturbations tested. For
example, P. falciparum chloroquine resistance transporter
and the V-type (H+) pyrophosphatase are reproducibly induced in chloroquine-treated cultures. In summary, these results have led Llinás and others to conclude that, regardless of
mechanism, the parasite has some capacity to react at the
transcript level to environmental perturbations.
Identification of putative regulatory motifs. Sequence motifs
important for controlling transcription of P. falciparum have
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been identified using promoter mutagenesis approaches as
described below. The identities of some genes with life cycledependent expression patterns have been known for many
years. A number of groups have used the flanking sequences/
promoter regions of such genes to drive expression of reporter constructs in transient transfection assays, and thus
probe for motifs associated with gene expression.5,24 For example, the sequence AAGGAATA from the pfs16 locus was
required for reporter protein expression in gametes. This sequence is bound by a protein (PAF-1) in mosquito but not
asexual parasite extracts;5 however, the sequence of PAF-1
protein is not yet known. Linker-scanning mutagenesis has
suggested that the sexual-stage promoter activity of P. gallinaceum Pgs28 is regulated by the sequence CAGACAGC.3
None of the proteins binding to these experimentally validated motifs has yet been identified, and so far it has been
difficult to identify protein binding activity using standard
techniques such as electrophoretic mobility shift assays.
Bioinformatic approaches to mining sequence motifs from
the recent wealth of genomic and transcriptomic data have
used gene families, functional relationships, and evolutionary
conservation. Recently Militello and others identified a statistically significant putative regulatory sequence called the G
box in P. falciparum by aligning the promoters of heat shock
genes and then running the pattern finding algorithm AlignAce.25 Important motifs tend to be conserved in evolution,26,27 and thus the significance of a motif in P. falciparum
may be evaluated by its conservation in the related parasites
P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudii, and P. vivax for which
shotgun genomic sequences are now available. Young and
others used expression data, phylogenetic footprinting, and a
method called GBSSR28 to identify a motif upstream of genes
associated with sexual stage development.29 More recently,
van Noort and Huynen combined genome-wide expression
data and phylogenetic footprinting to find several candidate
motifs, including AGAACAATC, which is associated with
genes expressed during invasion.30 These studies were limited
in terms of the amount of expression data examined and the
methods used, providing experimental support for motifs
identified computationally only in some cases. Moreover,
many of these functional assays measure a shift in reporter
protein activity, leaving unresolved whether the observed effect is modulated at the transcriptional level, posttranscriptional level, or both.
Global regulation of transcriptional activity in P. falciparum. Data on the expression levels of specific genes obtained by microarray analysis reflect steady-state quantities of
intracellular RNA, which are a product of the rates at which
new transcripts are generated and the rate at which they are
destroyed. In light of both direct and circumstantial evidence
that post-transcriptional regulation plays a relatively dominant role in Plasmodium, nuclear run-on experiments have
been conducted to distinguish regulatory patterns of transcriptional activity from downstream effects. A major finding
discussed at the initial consultation was that transcriptional
activity is not constant throughout the intraerythrocytic life
cycle (Wirth D and others, unpublished data). In contrast, a
sharp increase in global transcriptional activity during the late
trophozoite and early schizont stages is observed by a nuclear
run-on assay. Nuclear run-on experiments measuring the activity of the global transcriptome described a window of less
than one-third of the life cycle during which most of the
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transcripts produced over the course of the life cycle were
made. This bulk effect was corroborated on the level of individual genes. Gene-specific hybridization of the labeled transcripts showed that both the sense and antisense strands of
several genes were transcribed, all peaking at a similar point
in the life cycle as that observed in the global assay, which
indicated that the event is not driven by classical promoters.
The peak in transcriptional activity was specific to mRNA
synthesized by RNA polymerase II. This pattern of life cycledependent global regulation of transcription sets P. falciparum apart from the model systems in which transcription
has been studied directly and extensively; yeast and higher
eukaryotes tend to turn on transcription in certain subsets of
genes as their expression is needed by tightly controlled promoters. This recent observation suggests instead that most of
the Plasmodium transcriptome is synthesized in a single, global activation event during the developmental cycle, which implicates post-transcriptional regulation as the dominant force
in creating the differential transcript profiles observed by microarray. The single well-characterized exception to this
model is the var gene family promoter that generates mutually exclusive expression at the level of transcriptional initiation (see below).
Transcriptional regulation of virulence gene expression in P.
falciparum. Plasmodium falciparum virulence is in part attributed to the ability of the parasites to modify the erythrocyte
surface, and undergo antigenic variation to avoid antibody
recognition.31 Central to both mechanisms is a protein known
as P. falciparum erythrocyte membrane protein 1(PfEMP1), a
highly variable molecule that is exported to the surface of
infected erythrocytes and mediates adhesion. The parasite
genome contains approximately 60 polymorphic var genes,
each encoding a different form of PfEMP1. Immune evasion
through antigenic variation depends on the ability of the parasite to exclusively express only a single var gene at a time, and
to periodically switch expression to alternative var gene variants, thus altering the antigenic properties of the infected cell
and avoiding recognition by antibodies directed against previously expressed forms of PfEMP1. Both var gene silencing
and mutually exclusive expression are regulated at the level of
transcription by mechanisms that seem to be linked.32
Mutually exclusive gene expression is a fundamental yet
poorly understood aspect of gene regulation in many eukaryotic organisms. In recent years, several advances have been
made in elucidating different aspects that contribute to the
control of var gene expression, including chromatin modifications15,16, promoter/promoter interactions,4,33 the presence
of sterile RNAs,34,35 and changes in subnuclear localization.15,36,37 In addition, recent work has identified the histone
modifications that mark var genes for activation or silencing.38 Current work is aimed toward understanding the role of
homologs of the histone deacetylase inhibitor SIR2 on the
chromatin structure surrounding var genes, as well as the
function of non-coding RNAs that have been localized to the
nucleus and appear to associate with silent var genes. An
understanding of the molecular mechanisms that control antigenic gene transcription might support the development of
drugs that interrupt expression of var genes, thus giving the
human immune system an opportunity to clear the parasite
infection and overcome the disease. Similar mechanisms may
be responsible for the regulation of members of many other
multigene families in P. falciparum.
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Post-transcriptional control in Plasmodium. Global regulation of mRNA stability in P. falciparum. Variability in the
rate of mRNA decay is an essential aspect of posttranscriptional regulation in all organisms. Globally, rates of
mRNA decay increase dramatically during the asexual intraerythrocytic developmental cycle (Shock J, unpublished
data). During the ring stage of the cycle, the average mRNA
half-life is approximately 9.5 minutes, yet this is extended to
an average of 65 minutes during the late schizont stage of
development. This indicates that a major determinant of
mRNA decay rate may be linked to the stage of intraerythrocytic development. Furthermore, specific variations in decay patterns are superimposed upon the dominant trend of
progressive half-life lengthening. These variations in decay
pattern are enriched for genes with specific cellular functions
or processes. By complementing and extending previous
mRNA abundance studies, elucidation of Plasmodium
mRNA decay rates has provided a key element for deciphering mechanisms of genetic control.
Role of translational repression in sexual development of P.
berghei. Translational repression (TR) in higher eukaryotes is
an essential mechanism that controls protein expression during pre- and early post-fertilization development. Movement
of certain mRNAs into cytoplasmic messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNPs) complexes prevents their translation and
generates both temporal and spatial expression control that is
independent from transcriptional control and protein targeting signals. The assembly and maintenance of such complexes
in Plasmodium depends on the evolutionarily highly conserved DEAD-box RNA helicase DOZI.12
Mutant Plasmodium parasites that lack DOZI fail to store
certain transcripts (e.g., p25, p28) in translationally quiescent
mRNPs. Instead, these mRNAs are targeted for degradation.12 The effect on mRNA steady-state levels in blood stage
gametocytes is profound and affects some 370 transcripts as
shown by microarray analyses. Translationally repressed
mRNAs (e.g., p25 and p28) co-purify with C-terminally
tagged DOZI::GFP protein, as well as homologs of proteins
known to function in TR complexes. Some 50 protein potential interactors were identified in mass spectrometric analysis
of DOZI::GFP immunoprecipitates. The large number of
proteins identified suggests that DOZI may be part of subpopulations of complexes that either target individual groups
of mRNAs and/or that DOZI is a general regulator that is
present during the entire life-span of such mRNPs, whereas
other proteins take part only at specific times during assembly, transport and generation of final and conditionally stable
complexes.
A loosely defined 47 nucleotide motif that resides in the 3⬘
untranslated regions (UTRs) of several transcriptionally silenced mRNAs in P. berghei18—among them p28—plays an
important role in repression (Braks JA and Waters AP, unpublished data). This motif represses translation of a GFP
transgene when placed immediately upstream of the silencing
inactive dihydrofolate reductase/ts 3⬘ UTR and is also active
in P. gallinaeceum and to a lesser degree in P. falciparum.
Although the 3⬘ UTR of p28 (which contains this motif) is
sufficient to mediate repression, mechanisms involving both
5⬘ and 3⬘ UTRs may be important in p25.
The challenges for the future will be to identify the function
of individual proteins identified in immunoprecipitates (especially RNA binding proteins and their interactions with spe-

cific mRNAs), untangle individual mRNPs, elucidate mechanisms that allow the ordered de-repression and loading of
mRNAs on to active ribosomes in post-fertilization development, and identify the role of TR during other Plasmodium
life cycle stages.
Proteomic analysis of male and female gametocytes. In P.
berghei, the young gametocytes of both sexes are morphologically indistinguishable from the trophozoite stage. However,
the visible morphologic differentiation into either mature
males or females occurs at this branching point but the
mechanisms for this transition are poorly understood. It is
conceivable that this critical event is controlled both by transcriptional and/or post-transcriptional regulation processes.
The proteomic analysis of male and female gametocytes
showed, not surprisingly, two distinct proteomes.39 These
proteomes showed that gametocytes store a number of proteins that will be used only upon activation inside the mosquito vector (data available from www.lumc.nl/1040/
malariaprotocols/). Furthermore, female gametocytes make a
distinction between the storage of gamete molecules as sequestered proteins, un-translated mRNA, or un-transcribed
genes. There is an indication of active degradation of protein
translation machinery in the male gametocyte, as shown by
the absence of ribosomal proteins and a corresponding presence of proteosomal proteins. Conversely, female gametocytes/gametes have all the necessary translational machinery.
Upon gamete activation, the male engages in the active process of rapid DNA division and flagella assembly, and becomes motile. The female also actively begins translating its
stores of mRNA. The process of gamete activation and fertilization is rapid and requires a coordinated response in both
male and female gametes.
The two parasite organelles with additional genomes, the
mitochondrion and the apicoplast, are physically associated in
the parasite and inherited through the female lineage. Consistent with this fact, gametocyte proteome analysis showed
that mitochondrial proteins are clearly abundant in female
gametocytes and underrepresented in male gametocytes compared with asexual parasites. However, apicomplast proteins
appear to be equally abundant in asexual male and female
gametocytes, which indicates a continued role for these proteins and this organelle. The distinction in different modes of
protein translation and its significance, both immediately before and after fertilization, is intriguing and demands more
attention.

NEXT STEPS
The next logical experimental aims and types of data
needed to further our existing knowledge of malarial gene
expression were discussed by the group. A major outcome of
the consultation was consensus on new types of experiments
required to investigate major aspects of gene regulation,
which have hitherto received only a fraction of the attention
they warrant. These include articulating the processes flanking transcription itself: regulation of the dynamics of chromatin organization and the regulation of RNA decay in the context of globally regulated transcriptional activity. Cuttingedge approaches to the discovery of putative regulatory
motifs from microarray data sets, followed by a systematic
effort to characterize their mechanisms of action, including
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discovery of the proteins that bind them, are also outlined
below.
Determining chromatin organization. Detailed studies of
chromatin dynamics in recent years have illuminated their
profound and intricate relationship with transcriptional regulation in model organisms. Although only a few specific transcription factors have been found in the Plasmodium genome,
the basic components of eukaryotic chromatin and chromatin
modification machinery are highly conserved.40 Plasmodium
species encode all of the core histones (H2A, H2B, H3, and
H4) and variants thereof, although a histone H1 homolog has
not yet been identified.41–43 In addition, genes for histone
modification enzymes including histone deacetylases,44, a
GCN5-like histone-acetyl transferase,45 and methyltransferases46 have been characterized. Nucleosome assembly proteins have also been identified and function as histone chaperones both within and outside of the nucleus.47–49 Although
the direct role of these many proteins in controlling the cascade of gene expression during development is unclear, nucleosome assemblies have been demonstrated to be essential
for promoter function in Plasmodium. In particular, it is well
established that control of sub-telomeric expression of the
Plasmodial var gene family is tightly controlled by chromatinmediated silencing. Whether and how other nucleosome assembly proteins govern the developmental cascade of gene
expression remains unclear.
As a first step, global nucleosome positions can reveal transcriptionally active regions of the genome. This could be accomplished through micrococcal nuclease footprinting assays
coupled with high-resolution DNA microarrays to readout
nucleosome distribution along the chromosomes. Recent results in other organisms using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) against specific nucleosome modifications have
demonstrated positional patterns that correlate well with active regions of the genome, as well as transcriptional start
sites.50–53 Trimethylated H3K4 in higher eukaryotes for example is enriched at the 5⬘ end of active genes.54 Similar experiments in Plasmodium would define the genome-wide relevance
of methylation and acetylation patterns on histones.
Comparison of the rate of transcription and mRNA decay. Of equal importance as deciphering events upstream of
transcriptional regulation is synthesizing the datasets on transcript production and degradation. Steady-state mRNA abundance is a common and useful metric for the expression of
specific genes, especially given recent advances in the availability and standardization of high-throughput microarrays
for Plasmodium. However, the steady-state RNA level of any
gene is a function of both the rate of transcription and the rate
of RNA degradation, and it is yet unclear whether this pattern of expression of individual genes is dominated by life
cycle-dependent changes in the rate of transcription, rate of
mRNA decay, or both. The apparent paucity of recognizable
promoter elements, along with evidence from nuclear run-on
that transcriptional activity is regulated globally (discussed
above), suggests that gene-specific, promoter-based transcriptional control is not the dominant mode of regulating expression in P. falciparum. Furthermore, the rate of mRNA decay
appears to be life cycle-dependent: the average half-life of the
transcriptome increases approximately seven-fold during the
asexual erythrocyte cycle, with different functional clusters of
genes varying in their exact pattern of decay rate.
To discern which mechanisms govern the life cycle-
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dependent expression of individual genes, it is necessary to
synthesize data sets pertaining to both the rate of transcription and the rate of degradation. Models of their relative
impacts on each member of the transcriptome can then be
tested against previously acquired steady-state data. Current
research (Wirth D and DeRisi JL, unpublished data) promises to enable this much-needed analysis of the origins of
steady-state mRNA abundance.
Additional transcriptome analyses. There are several computational approaches to find regulatory elements that control transcriptional initiation. These approaches make use of
available Plasmodium genome sequences and expression profiles. The first is to search for motifs identified in other organisms and listed in TRANSFAC. Various laboratories have
looked for known motifs in the P. falciparum genome55 and
have been unable to find much of interest, which is probably
due to divergence from the other organisms in the database
and the unusually high AT content of this genome. AT-rich
motifs, a telltale characteristic of regulatory regions in other
organisms, occur randomly throughout the P. falciparum genome. An alternate approach involves grouping genes based
on their common functions or expression patterns and search
for overrepresented elements upstream of the ATG start
codon.56 Several different algorithms are available for this
purpose and a comprehensive review and assessment of these
methods has recently been published.57
The use of global expression data in combination with phylogenetic footprinting to understand regulation is promising,
but additional data are needed. First, expression data from all
life stages would undoubtedly improve the quality of putative
regulatory motifs that are identified after cluster analysis.
Comprehensive expression data (both protein and RNA)
from liver, oocysts, male and female gametocytes, and ookinete stages would complement existing data. Expression data
from related species such as T. gondii, P. berghei, P. yoelii,
and P. vivax would also help to refine predictions and validate
the presumption of evolutionarily conserved function. Finally,
additional data about transcription start and stop sites in the
parasite genome that could be obtained from tiling arrays
would increase the quality of motif predictions produced by
search algorithms.
Functional testing of putative transcriptional regulatory
factors. Despite the wealth of biologic information generated
by genome-wide analyses of Plasmodium species using transcriptomic and/or proteomic techniques, the key regulatory
elements that drive the observed changes in the malaria parasite, are still unknown. A computational study using the profile-hidden Markov model (HMMs) identified 156 putative
transcription factors in the P. falciparum genome.10 Although
the identification of these 156 proteins represents only onethird of the transcriptional control elements expected in a
genome the size of Plasmodium, understanding their role in
regulation of parasite transcription will be of a considerable
interest and value to the malaria community.
In recent years, ChIP arrays have emerged as an elegant
method to probe the protein-DNA interface on a genome
wide scale and rapidly identify the precise binding sites of
specific DNA-binding proteins, such as transcription factors
and polymerases. By combining chromatin immunoprecipitation with high-density tiling or promoter region arrays of a set
of genes, we can screen possible targets of critical transcription factors.
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To overcome the difficulties of obtaining a specific antibody, a modified version of the ChIP protocol, the tandem
affinity purification (Tap-tag) strategy, can be systematically
adopted. The Tap-tag method enables efficient purification of
protein and protein complexes present at low levels under
native condition. The development of such protocols will enable purification of potential transcription factor or DNA
binding protein using commercially available products. A
ChIP experiment combined with the Tap-tag strategy should
provide interesting insights regarding transcriptional regulation in the malaria parasite. To complete the functional analysis of any potential transcription factors or DNA binding proteins, a knockout of the targeted gene should also be engineered.
Identification of proteins involved in gene regulatory
mechanisms. Given the small number of transcriptional regulators identified by homology to well-characterized regulators
in other genomes, we are faced with the challenge of identifying putative regulators in P. falciparum. Regulators of interest may be involved in transcriptional regulation by enhancing or repressing transcription directly or may have
downstream roles through interactions with transcribed
RNAs. Post-transcriptional RNA processing may contain several levels of regulation including splicing (potentially alternative splicing), transcript stability, or transcript sequestration.
Although candidate approaches may shed some insight into
putative regulators (e.g., characterization of the Myb1 homolog), real strides could be made using a screen for genes
necessary for specific transcription. For a screen it would be
ideal to generate a knockout library, which could potentially
be generated using the piggy-BAC system.58 The library
could then be screened for the transcription of specific reporter constructs pertaining to different stages of Plasmodium development in erythrocytes. Conversely, a more biochemical approach would be to use large-batch culturing to
immunoprecipitate proteins associated with transcription to
find associated factors. This could be accomplished with antibodies to RNA polymerase II or to other key components of
the basal transcription machinery, such as TATA binding
protein and the other core transcription-associated factors.
A POSSIBLE WAY FORWARD
Two primary functions of this initial consultation were to
establish experimental aims critical for advancing the field of
gene expression in Plasmodium and to discuss the possibility
of building consortia dedicated to achieving these aims. Although there is a clear abundance of data on certain aspects of
malarial gene regulation, such as developmental control of
steady-state transcript levels, and post-transcriptional regulation of sexual differentiation, other areas such as chromatin
modification in Plasmodium, the balance between transcriptional activity and RNA degradation, and identification and
functional evaluation of regulatory proteins and their binding
sites, remain unresolved.
The group reached consensus regarding short-term experimental goals. This consensus involves forming consortia to
undertake an in-depth investigation of chromatin-dependent
gene regulation; coordinated analysis of data on transcriptional activity and mRNA degradation across the life cycle;
and application of innovative approaches to mine relevant

data from the extant microarray technology. We find it critical
in the long-term to initiate multiple facets of discussion both
within the broader malaria community and with experts on
gene regulation in other eukaryotic fields, especially those in
which both technology and dogma are already wellestablished. Also essential to the future progress of this field
is the engagement of funders concerned with the ongoing
burden of malaria to determine the level of interest in and
feasibility of supporting these goals.
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